Cognitive task analysis is a laborious process made more onerous in educational platforms where many problems are user created and mostly left without identified knowledge components. Past approaches to this issue of untagged problems have centered around text mining to impute knowledge components (KC). In this work, we advance KC imputation research by modeling both the content (text) of a problem as well as the context (problems around it) using a novel application of skip-gram based representation learning applied to tens of thousands of student response sequences from the ASSISTments 2012 public dataset. We find that there is as much information in the contextual representation as the content representation, with the combination of sources of information leading to a 90% accuracy in predicting the missing skill from a KC model of 198. This work underscores the value of considering problems in context for the KC prediction task and has broad implications for its use with other modeling objectives such as KC model improvement.
INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing educational content [1] for tutoring systems and open educational resource sites allow teachers to tailor pedagogy to their students and become an integral part of the instructional design of material that shapes the platform. Crowdsourced content has, however, lacked the same meta-information, often in the form of "tags," that platform curated content has included. These tags help organize the contributed content to be searched for by other users. On the ASSISTments tutoring platform, these tags are comprised of 198 knowledge components (KC), or skill names, enumerated by the platform designers, and are integral in generating reports for teachers, constructing mastery learning problem sets, and organizing content. In ASSISTments, where most content is now user contributed, continued surfacing of methods for imputing these tags is relevant to better integration of this content and propagation to other teachers.
The most straightforward approach to using existing tagged content to predict the tags of untagged content is to assume that regularities in the text of the content might be indicative of their appropriate tags. This intuition is most commonly applied in the form of learning a function between the word distribution of a document and its label. In this paper, we investigate problem context as a new source of information for skill tag prediction. The intuition is that the problem IDs encountered by the students to the left and right of the problem in question, could serve as an abstract signature of that problem's skill, which may generalize to other problems with a similar context. We explore the use of the skip-gram model for representing problems and their relationships to one another in Euclidian space learned from sequences of problem IDs, as encountered by students in ASSISTments.
BACKGROUND
Our task can be seen as beginning with a problem by skill association matrix, called a Q-matrix [4] , where all the skill associations for a random subset of questions have been hidden. Prior work has used the text of problems to learn their skill labels using bag-of-words with an SVM [2] , predicting the skill of the problem (out of 106) with 62% accuracy. Other work by [3] utilized the same technique and predicted the skill (out of 39) with a reported Kapa between .65 and .70. Other paradigms, like nonnegative matrix factorization, have been applied towards learning the entire Q-matrix from scratch in testing scenarios where knowledge is not changing [5] . When multiple Q-matrix definitions are present, algorithms have been applied to permute them together to maximize performance prediction and thereby produce a hybrid single Q-matrix [6] . A recurrent neural network was used to learn pre-requisite relationships between skills in ASSISTments [7] by learn representations at the skill level and then querying the model to determine how responses to candidate pre-requisite skills relatively affected candidate post-requisite skill response predictions. This was a skill by skill matrix induction (or attribute to attribute as referred to in Psychometrics). All the methods mentioned apply various models to extract information from student responses. The method we introduce in this paper, explores the utility of context. A Bayesian Network model has recently been described [8] as capturing application context; however, the use of the word context in that work described the combining of skills with additional, more granular skills or difficulties associated with the problem and arranging these levels of latent nodes in a hierarchy of knowledge components [8] . Our use of the word context captures a more behavioral source of information.
We use a skip-gram model to form a continuous vector representation of each problem. The skip-gram model, and its Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) counterparts, are the state of the art techniques used in computational linguistics, and more commonly known as word2vec [9] , an optimized software package released by Google containing both models. These models are in many ways a simpler version of the earlier Neural Net Language Model (NNLM) [10] with the non-linear activations removed and a fixed context window instead of the Markov state of the NNLM. The major advantage of the proposed techniques is that it is very efficient in terms of computational complexity and since the representation is created from linear transformations, it is valid to manipulate with simple vector arithmetic. Skip-gram models are finding expanded use inside and outside of NLP, with applications to machine translation [11] , computer vision [12] , dependency parsing [13] [14] , sentiment analysis [14] , biological gene sequencing [15] , exploring college course similarities [16] , and recommendation systems [17] . Since, at their core, skip-grams were intended to represent words based on the many contexts they appear in and then reason about their relationships given their learned continuous embedding [18] [19]; they were an appropriate choice for our task of representing problems based on their problem contexts and reasoning about their relationships to one another and the skills they represent.
PLATFORM & DATA
ASSISTments is an online web platform used primarily for middle and high-school science and math problem solving. The knowledge component model used in the dataset we chose contained 198 unique skills covering mostly middle and highschool math. While it has been 10 years since the original design of its skill model [20] , which contained 106 skills [20] (used in [2] [3]), the granularity of its present KC model is still set to match the granularity of the official platform curated questions it asks. Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) like the Cognitive Tutor for Algebra prompts students to answer questions at the step level, which often corresponds to a highly granular knowledge component defined through the time intensive human process of initial cognitive task analysis followed by data-driven refinement. Due to this granular approach, knowledge component models in the Cognitive Tutor for Algebra exceed 2,000 unique knowledge 1 https://sites.google.com/site/assistmentsdata/home/2012-13-school-data-withaffect 2 ASSISTments' internal KC model allows for several skills to be tagged to the same problem; however, in this dataset, each problem is tagged to at most one skill. In personal communication with the ASSISTments Platform we learned that while the components. ASSISTments has taken a more pragmatic approach to pedagogical design, prompting students with broader level questions than Cognitive Tutors and then breaking those questions down into sub-parts in the form of scaffolding if answered incorrectly or if help is pre-emptively sought. The reasoning for this approach, in part, is to allow teachers to become a primary source of content contribution through a content authoring system which does not require the same level of familiarity with cognitive theory and programming needed for Cognitive Tutors. It is worthy to note that while CTAT (Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools) have much improved in their usability, they are still not at the ease-of-use level as ASSISTments' authoring tools and teachers do not currently have any means, to our knowledge, of adding and sharing their content in Cognitive Tutors. Of the nearly 80,000 top level problems in ASSISTments (non-scaffolding), 71% have no skill associated with them. ASSISTments does not track students' cognitive mastery per skill, as the Cognitive Tutors do [21] , so this skill tagging is not as critical to learning in ASSISTments; however, the lack of a skill tag makes the item more difficult to find among other teachers and also prevents responses to that item from being included in a skill level report available to teachers. The missing skill information for these items also adds considerable noise to the many knowledge tracing based approaches used by researchers in dozens of papers studying these data, since these missing KC items and the learning which occurred during interactions with them are often filtered out.
We conducted our analyses on the ASSISTments 2012-2013 school year dataset 1 and considered only the following five attributes:
 user id: student unique anonymous identifier  problem id: unique ID of original problems/questions  skill name: The single 2 skill associated with the problem  correctness on first attempt: The correctness of response given by the student to the problem on his or her first attempt and without first asking for help.  base_sequence_id: The problem set ID containing the problem associated with the student's response. While problems can belong to multiple problem sets, a particular response belongs to a problem answered within the context of a problem set. Problem sets are the level at which teachers assign work to students. majority of problems are internally tagged with only a single skill, the additional tags of the few multi-tagged problems have been removed in this dataset, leaving only the first skill tag in terms of its arbitrary alpha-numeric order. 3 . We also incorporated the problem text of each of the problems in our pre-processed dataset to predict the KC tags associated with them to replicate [2] on this dataset. There were two versions of the problem text used, one with HTML markup stripped out and one with the markup left inside. We included the HTML version in analysis because the tags include image meta information which might be relevant to classification. Out of the 50,348 problems in our pre-processed dataset, 50,339 had problem text information made available by ASSISTments.
Our dataset consists of student responses to problems, however, the problems they engage with is restricted to those contained within problem sets assigned by their teacher. The interface allows them to jump around between existing assignments but it is more common for students to complete a problem set before moving on to the next.
METHODOLOGY
Our primary methodology treats the sequence of problem IDs encountered by each student as training instances for our representation learning models. All problem IDs in the dataset are used in the unsupervised representation learning phase. We crossvalidate the optimization of the skip-gram parameters and the prediction of the skill labels by problem and base sequence ID by associating learned vector representations with skills using the training set of problems and attempting to predict the skill of the problem representations in the test set. We explore manipulations of the representation for classification using various levels of machine supervision.
Representation learning with skip-grams
A skip-gram is a simple three-layer neural network with one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer ( Figure 1 ). The input is a one-hot representation of the problem ID (dummy variablized) with a one-hot output for each of the specified number of problems in context. The number of problems in context is two times the window size, which is a hyper parameter of the model. The objective of the model is to predict the problems in context given the input problem. Since multiple problems are being predicted, the loss function (categorical cross-entropy) is calculated for each problem in context. The second major hyper parameter is the size of the hidden layer, which ultimately is equivalent to the number of dimensions of the resultant continuous representation since it is the weights associated with the edges stemming from the one-hot position of the problem to all the nodes in the hidden layer that serve as the vector after training. In a skip-gram, the output vector of the hidden layer is: = 3 Our analyses were conducted on a randomly chosen 80% user ids. The remaining 20% will be used for future studies
The final output is a softmax, which normalizes the outputs into probabilities:
With a loss being the sum of the categorical cross-entropy for every problem in the context window:
To train the model, we passed one sequence of problem IDs per student as the input. Each row has all the problems attempted by the student in chronological order. We used two different ways of tokenizing problems. First, we used problem IDs as inputs irrespective of the student's first attempt correctness on them. In the second version, we concatenate the correctness of the response with the problem ID which created two representations for each problem ID. This allowed us to explore if problem and correctness context was important for skill classification.
Distance based classification
After learning the vector representations of problems using the skip-gram model, we created a centroid (skill vector) to represent each skill by averaging together the problem IDs in the training set associated with that skill. For predicting the test set problem IDs, we look to see which skill vector each test set problem vector is closest to. We compare using closeness measures of both Euclidian and cosine distance.
We explored several different metrics to optimize in order to determine the best set of skip-gram hyper parameters:
1.
Variance: In this approach, we tried to minimize the average variance across each dimension for each KC.
here is calculated for different parameters of the skip-gram, is the total number of unique knowledge components in the data, is the total number of dimensions and is the vector of dimension of problem vectors belonging to knowledge
Where x is the one-hot input of a problem and W is the weight matrix of the connections from the one-hot to each of the nodes in the hidden layer. There is an output for each problem ID, the larger the value, the greater the chances of that problem being in context. Cosine Distance: Minimizing the angular distance of problem vectors of the same skill:
Euclidean Distance: Minimizes the Euclidian distance between problem vectors of the same skill:
( , ) = − Figure 2 : Geometric examples of three optimizations Figure 2 shows the geometric meaning of our three distance based optimization approaches.
Supervised learning approaches
The distance based approaches were predicated on the assumption that problems of the same skill would cluster together naturally in the learned representation space. If they do not cluster together, the vector representation may nevertheless encode enough information to be classified in a supervised fashion. We use a neural network classifier for the supervised approach, which takes as input the vector representation and has the skill as the label. The neural net was a single hidden layer feed forward network with a 100 node hidden layer and used either a logistic or rectified linear unit function activation (relu). The relu function is defined by ( ) = max (0, ). The logistic function is defined ( ) = . The loss function used is cross-entropy with a softmax layer as the output layer.
Bag-of-Words
In this approach, we applied bag-of-words to convert the problem text description to a vector the size of the vocabulary. The problem text was converted into sparse matrix such that each word behaves like a feature. The weights are given to each word for each sample using term frequency and inverse document frequency. It is generally referred to as tf-idf transform. We treated word stemming (true/false) as a hyper parameter of the method. Stop word removal was not an effective filtration based on training set prototyping, so it was not employed in the experiments. Keeping or stripping the text of HTML tags was another hyper parameter. We tested two different classification algorithms for mapping from bag-of-words to label; neural networks and Naive Bayes. There were eight combinations of hyper parameters in total for the bag-of-words models.
Evaluation
In total, our experiments included two approaches (1) 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The results in this section report the cross-validated accuracy with which the algorithms' top prediction of skill matches the skill associated with the problem IDs in the test folds of the CV. The exact same CV assignments were used across all experiments. All bar charts in this section represent the average accuracy of experiments collapsed on the value represented by each bar. The companion table ebfore each chart gives the exact experimental parameters of the top 5 performing models.
Distance based approach
This approach evaluated how well the problem representations of the skip-gram would cluster together by skill and thereby be classifiable using skill vector averages. Accuracies ranged from ~15% to ~34% on average in predicting the correct skill of problems out of 198 possible skills. The base sequence ID CV proved to be much more difficult a task, as anticipated, than problem level CV. Using correctness (C) information in the tokenization helped marginally but the distance measure for choosing the nearest skill and the optimization types did not make a difference, as can be seen in Table 2 and Figure 3 (all problem based CV type). 
Distance based (with validation set)
We tried another approach for hyper parameter searching to improve our model. In this approach, the training set was split into 20% sub-test set and 80% sub-train set and the entire prediction methodology was applied on the sub-test dataset as the test set. The parameters with minimum error were selected to build the actual model. Also note that within the validation optimization, we used the same type of prediction method that is set to be applied to the test set for the experiment. As can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 4 , the accuracy increased by a significant margin to between ~25% to ~55% using a validation set to choose hyper parameters. 
Supervised learning approach
In these experiments, instead of relying on the continuous vector representations of problems to cluster together by skill, the representations from the training sets are used as inputs to a neural network that learns to classify the skill of the vector representation. Experiments in this section significantly increase again, reaching a new height with individual experiment accuracies between ~50% and ~86%. As seen in Table 4 and Figure 5 , the best experiment used a validation set to optimize skip-gram hyper parameters, and in this experiment no correctness information (noC) was added to the problem token.
Summary and min-count parameter
The best supervised method (86%) beat the best distance based method (56%) by 30 percentage points. These were the accuracies of getting the skill correct on the first prediction but the accuracies improve somewhat if the correct skill can be within the top 5 or 10 predictions(recall @ 5 or 10), as shown in Figure 6 . Also shown is the accuracy (y-axis) as the skip-gram parameter of min-count is varied (x-axis). Min-count specifies the minimum number of observations of a token for it to be included in the model. Skipgram representations quickly lose their integrity when very low frequency words are included. It is therefore common practice to set a minimum count for each word. The tradeoff is that with a higher threshold, fewer words make it in. In the case of ASSISTments, a higher min count meant a higher number of problems wouldn't make it into the analysis. Figure 7 shows what percentage of the responses in the dataset are covered with various settings of min-count. When correctness is concatenated with the problem, min-count has an even more severe effect since a problem is only included in analysis if both the correct and incorrect response concatenated token appears with a frequency above min-count. We chose a min-count of 5 for all experiments in the previous results sections as it covers 99.02% of the data without using correctness and 86.63% with correctness, while keeping a reasonable minimum token frequency. 
Bag-of-words results
The bag-of-words approach is the only method in this paper which uses the content of the problem (text) to make classifications of the problem's skill. Both a simple 100 node single hidden layer feed-forward neural network (NN) and a Naïve Bayes model were evaluated. The models' accuracies ranged from ~50% to 88% as seen in Figure 8 . Neural networks outperformed Naïve Bayes by 25 percent. As with the representation learning approach, problem level CV was easier to predict than base sequence level CV. While filtering out HTML was better on average in these experiments, the best performing models were the ones that kept this markup which often contained information about the problems' images. 
Ensemble of content and context models
To improve overall prediction, we combined the two methods by taking the representation vectors from the best skip-gram model and concatenated them with the best bag-of-words vectors for each problem. We chose the best experiment parameters for both the CV types for all the different model approaches. We then trained the supervised neural net on the concatenation of the vectors to learn their skills from the training set problems. We summarize our results for kc tagging in Figure 9 shows the accuracies (recall @ N) for the different models. 
CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
In this paper, we explored the novel predictive value of problem sequence context for imputing the KC of a problem and compared it to the value of using the problem text to classify its KC. We found that the relevant information to the task in the problem context (86% accuracy) was on par with the information from the problem's text (88% accuracy) with the combination of the two producing results which were better still (90%). The skip-gram model clustered problems of the same skill moderately close to one another, allowing for 56% accuracy with a distance based approach; however, adding a non-linear classification step to classify the vector was needed to boost accuracy up to the bag-ofwords level. The increase from 25% to 56% accuracy by using a validation set suggests that the skip-gram can overfit with respect to our task and that being mindful of its generalization on a holdout is prudent. The best performing context models did not use correctness information, a relative surprise given the number of KC model refinement techniques that use correctness almost exclusively.
In the case of a newly added problem, the bag-of-words approach has the clear advantage of not needing any response or interaction data to be collected before making a classification. The skip-gram, on the other hand, would require at least 5 students to encounter the new problem and then encounter more problems afterwards to fill a windows size of N. This may occur fairly quickly, but is not guaranteed to. On the other hand, the contextual skip-gram approach generalizes to problems of any type, including problems with only video, images, or interactives that are not clearly amenable to the bag-of-words approach. What this work underscores is that sequence context has a role to play in KC modeling work, including the potential to learn how to improve KC models by analyzing learned problem representations.
